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ABSTRACT

In situ vitrification (ISV) is an environmental engineering

process in which soil or soil/waste mixtures are melted through

the direct application of electrical current and subsequently

cooled to a glassy solid. The technology was dgveloped by Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in the 1980s and has been tested on

transuranic, mixed-hazardous, and PCB/organic waste similar to

that found at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and other facilities

nationwide. These tests have led to endorsements of ISV from DOE,

the National Association of Professional Engineers, and the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency. PNL is conducting a wide range

of field tests, expanding the scientific basis of ISV, and

assessing its extension into new applications. One such project
is ISV--Selective Barriers, an investigation into the construction

and performance of ISV-generated, vertical and/or horizontal

subsurface barriers to ground-water flow and biogenic intrusion.

In some situations, it may be impractical or unnecessary to either

excavate or vitrify an entire waste site. Vitrified barriers

could minimize the diffusive or fluid transport of hazardous

components with either a ground-water diversion wall or an in

situ, "box-like" structure. During the first year of this
project, engineering-scale tests are being conducted between

graphite electrodes within a 1.8-m-diameter, 2.4-m-high test cell.
The experiments are designed to investigate the initiation of
melts within the subsurface and the control of melt size and

shape, and to evaluate the performance of the resulting ISV

structures. Several methods are being tested, including passive

metal electrodes, electrode feeding systems, fluxed soil, and
fluxed boreholes. In addition, basic data have been collected on

the thermal and material properties of ISV melt and solidified

glass. These experimental and analytical studies will support a
series of field-scale melting experiments, refinements to ISV

theory, and computer modeling. This work was performed by PNL
operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for the DOE under Contract
number DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S Department of Energy (DOE) requires technical options

for the cleanup and long-term isolation of variably contaminated
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subsurface structures, soils, and ground waters at a number of

sites nationwide. These sites are diverse in geology, hydrology

and design. Generic technical solutions or methods that are

easily adapted to local conditions remain the most appealing and

solutions that Can isolate waste sites through the use of

hydrologic or geotechnical barriers are particularly important.

The purpose of the Selective Barriers project is to research,

develop, evaluate and demonstrate of the most promising new

concepts in subsurface barriers to fluid migration.

The Selective Barriers project was funded for FY 1990 by DOE

and is managed by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), a multi-

program DOE national laboratory operated by Battelle Memorial

Institute. For the first two years the project will focus on

barriers formed through in situ vitrification (ISV) . The five

technical project tasks are

• Conceptual, Computational, and Laboratory-Scale Studies,

• Engineering-Scale Testing and Performance Assessment,

• Pilot-Scale Testing and Performance Assessment,

• Field-Scale Testing and Performance Assessment,

• Technology Transfer and ISV Coordination.

Following a brief discussion of general ISV science, each of the

technical tasks will be presented in detail.

GENERAL ISV METHODOLOGY

In situ vitrification is a waste/soil treatment process that

grew out of PNL's long-term research efforts in nuclear waste
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vitrification (glass formation). The technology has enjoyed

strong national regulatory support, great interest among state

agencies, and several engineering awards. For a typical ISV

application (Figure i), electrodes are inserted in the ground in a

desired array (depth and spacing). A mixture of flaked graphite

and glass frit is placed between the electrodes to act as a

conductive starter path. An electrical potential is then applied

to the electrodes, establishing an electrical current in the

starter path. The current generates resistive heat along the

starter path and the temperature of the surrounding soil is raised

to between 160 and2000 ° C.

A working relationship between resistivity and melt/electrode

geometry is given by [I],

In(2%)
R_,d= p (1)

r_De

whe re,

R_,d= resistance across edge (e) or diagonal (d) electrodes
S_,d= electrode separation distance , .
De= depth of melt
D = electrode diameter
p = electrode resistivity of the glass

and a mean resistivity combined with Ohm's Law gives a general

idea of the heat available to dissipation during current flow. A

more physically explicit expression is derived [2] from Gauss's

Law using an analogy to electrodynamic theory,
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Eo dA = Q._" (2>
e,,

where

E = the electrical field

A = area of the Plate
Q = charge on the plate
eo = permittivity constant

given parallel plates and a constant field. The scaler product of

the E field and the current density results in

E.J= QJ

with, J = current density or charge density over unit time. If

the work done by the moving charge is dissipated as heat (herein

called H, to avoid confusion with charge) over the separation

distance, L, then,

H = AW = QEL (4)

and

E =_ (5)eo

therefore,

t-I = -°Q_ (6)V AP_

and Equations (3) and (6) are equivalent and
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H = Iv E. J dV (7)

which is the electrodynamic description of Joule heat. Using

Joule's Law,

J =oE (8)

and some algebra, one can derive

J.E=oE 2 j2 (9)

where (_ now represents electrical conductivity.

Since the conductance is explicitly not homogeneous in an ISV

melt, any thermo-mechanical model of the process must account for

or simplify the coupled variation in current density and the

electrical field. Because of the strongly non-linear, probably

chaotic nature of a turbulently conve ting, current-carrying

fluid, an analytical description of the temperature or velocity

field is not available. The code TEMPEST is being adapted to give

a improved numerical solution to this problem (see below).

Equation (7) also demonstrates the requirements for directing melt

progression. If a designed spatial deviation of the mean current

density or electrical field can be produced, heat can be spatially
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spatially focused, and melt progression can be directed.

The graphite starter path is eventually consumed by

oxidation, and the current is transferred to the molten soil. The

melt is maintained at temperatures between 1450 and 2000"C.

Between the electrodes, the temperature greatly exceeds the L

liquidus, and turbulent convection homogenizes the melt. Organic

material pyrolyses at the melt front and is swept upward to the

off-gas hood where it combusts or is captured by the off-gas

filtering system. Mass balance calculations [3] suggest that

retention of 99. 999% of strontium and 99.88% of cesium within the

glass monolith are attainable. Under ambient cooling, the melt

becomes a monolithic, vitreous mass. Varied cooling rates and

compositions result in crystallization, often spherulitic in

habit. Observed mineral phases include anorthite,

pseudow,,llastonite, and silica minerals [4].

After cooling, the resulting ISV product is composed of

glassy and crystalline phases, superficially resembling volcanic

glass. Unweathered ISV glass has a higher leach resistance than

granite or marble, approaching Pyrex glass [5]. For typical

soils, final ISV block density varies from 2.3 to 2.65 g/cre3 [5].

This is approximately 3 to 19% more dense than concrete. The

tensile and compressive strength of unfractured ISV product is an

order of magnitude greater than unreinforced concrete. Power

requirements for the ISV process can be met by local distribution

lines or portable generators. Total power requirements are less

than 0.8 kWh/kg of solidified mass. The presence of water in the
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soil increases the power requirement to less than 40% for fully

saturated soils.

The process is operated at four scales. Bench- and

engineering-scale experiments use a 1.8-diameter by 2.4-m-deep,

corregated-metal test cell. The PNL facility is located in a high-

bay, engineering-development laboratory. Pilot- and field-scale

applications occur outdoors in natural soil and require one to

three trailers for process and power equipment. Figure 2 shows a

typical pilot-scale operation. The dimensions of the four scales

are listed in Table I.

Table 1--Application Scales for In Situ Vitrification

Test Electrode Block Tests
Scale Separation, nn Size Connpleted

Bench 0.1 1 1 to 10 kg 19

Engineering 0.23 to 0.36 0.05 to 1.0 t 33

Pilot 0.9 to 1.5 10 to 50 t 17

Large 3.5 to 5.5 400 to 800 t 5

CONCEPTUAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES

In situ vitrification is still an emergent technology, and

many of the modifications required for the Selective Barriers

project are untested. For this first year, our objective is a

survey of methods that can be applied to the project goal: the

construction of vertical and horizontal, planar ISV monoliths.

The three methods under review are

• Controlling melt geometry,
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• Starting melts at depth and

• Constructing multiple-melt welds.

If absolute isolation is essential or if a specific

subsurface design must be met, then it will be important to

control the melt size and shape in a predictable fashion. The

presence of active underground facilities, pipelines, and/or

storage tanks must be assumed; therefore, the construction and use

of barrier structures must not degrade pre-existing site

facilities. Finally, QA, environmental and safety concerns

require that the barrier technology is as controlled and

predictable as is practical.

Work during FY 1990 has uncovered three key methods of melt

control that will be tested through computer simulation and

experimentation. These are

• Fluxes and other low melting temperature materials

• Passive electrodes and

• Changes in current phase.

In general, these three methods all shift the melt isotherms such

that the steepest temperature gradient is collinear to the

direction of melt progression. This results in a concentration of

heat in that direction and a equivalent distribution of melt.

In an ideal ISV melt, free convection is maintained between

turbulent "hot spots" near the electrodes and the cooler sides,

walls, and surface of the melt. The melt along the margins is

more viscous than the core, and buoyancy is insufficient to

overcome the high drag. For this reason, heat exchange across the
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walls is dominated by conduction across a stagnant boundary layer.

If material has been placed (backfilled boreholes, buried

trenches, saturated zones and/or buried layers) that can melt and

convect at a lower temperature than the melt core, a change in

melt-front geometry will occur. Presumably the convective cell

would disturb the stagnant boundary, allow a spike in the

isotherms to develop, and focus heat transfer in the direction of

interest.

One can evaluate this effect [6] through the Rayleigh number

(Ra), where

g_ATH 3
Ra - (10)O_V

g = gravJ lional acceleration

= coefficient of thermal expansion

AT = temperature differance
H = length scale
o_= thermal diffusivity,

v = kinematic viscosity (_)

When the temperature difference, AT, over length scale, H, exceeds

a critical value (set by the geometry and boundary conditions),

the system becomes unstable and begins to convect. At a nominally

subcritical AT, a drop in viscosity or and in,'rease in thermal

expansion will increase the Rayleigh number for the fluid.

For this reason, it is important to choose a flux that

changes not only the melting temperature of the soil but also the
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mechanical properties of tile molten soil (i.e., increases the

Rayleigh number) . Numerous fluxes and viscosity reductants are

used by the glass industry, including soda ash, borax, and sodium

or potassium metasilicate. Figure 3a is an equilibrium phase

diagram for the system SiO2-CaO-Na20 taken from [7]. Plotted on

Figure 3a is an average composition for Hanford Formation alluvium

and the composition of sodium metasilicate (Na2SiO3) . A tie line

between these compositions comes very close to the minimum melting

cusp in the liquidus line. Figure 3b, also from [7], is similar

except that isokoms of equal log viscosity are given for ll00°C ,.

The same tie line is superimposed upon the diagram and indicates a

1 to 1.5 log unit decrease in viscosity resulting from the

addition of sodium metasilicate. These results are supported by

[5], which showed that the addition of sodium causes a greater

than 2 log unit decrease in the viscosity of melt derived from

Hanford Formation alluvium (700 to 6 poise). Unfortunately, there

is a l'mit to this effect in ISV (about 35 wt% in Na20). Increased

sodium also increases the electrical conductivity of silicate

melts, making for less efficient Joule heating.

Passive electrodes in electric glass melters have been used

by the glass industry and investigated at PNL during ISV testing

of soils with high metals concentrations. The idea relies upon

the relationship between current density, J, and heat indicated in

Equation (9) . If (_> electrical conductivity, is _ constant, but

is distributed in space, then the current density and E field and
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the thermal profile will vary. Because of the high electrical

conductivity of most metals, any concentration of metals in the

soil will increase current density and Joule heat in the adjacent

soil. Further, because most metals are significantly more dense

than silicate melt, they will stably stratify in the lower part of

the melt. In ISV practice, the metal sublayer does form and the

electrode array is lowered such that no direct "short" occurs

across the sublayer. The electrodes are slowly fed downward,

following the descending melt and metal sublayer and consentrating

current and heat at the base of the melt.

Variations in the electrical field can also provoke "hot

spots" in the melt, as shown by results of numerical simulations.

These results appeared when current phase was varied in a non-

standard fashion. The ISV power supply system has been designed

to optimize the load balance such that Joule heat is evenly

distributed over the space between the four electrodes and the

power factor approximates unity, the most

energy-efficient arrangement. If the load balance was unevenly

distributed and the mean voltage varied with position, the current

density would be altered and "hot spots" would grow in the melt.

The details of this plan are yet to be ,worked out. In FY 1991,

numerical modeling will be used in conjunction with E-field theory

to determine the most appropriate electrical design to explore

these ideas.

The ISV barriers technology must include some method for

initiating melting at depth (< 7 m). Although it may be possible
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to "weld" vertical walls to a relatively impermeable, natural, or

treated substratum, such a requirement would severely limit the

a_Jplication of ISV barriers. A more useful plan would begin with

an ISV-generated horizontal sub-base, created with minimal

disturbance The problem lies in the melt-start up process,

developed and optimized to surface conditions. Surface starting

of an ISV melt requires a fixed, square array of graphite

electrodes inserted into the ground. Without an initially

conductive starter path, which will elevate temperature in the

soil to its melting point, the process cannot begin. Further, the

starter must be consumed so that current, and Joule heat, are

initiated within the melt.

One scenario would begin with large diameter (about 50-cm)

boreholes drilled on a line (Figure 4) . Special electrode arrays

would be mounted on the end of a drill string and lowered to the

base of the hole. The electrodes would be seated within a

graphite starter layer, and a melt would be formed at the bottom

of the hole. Meanwhile a second melt would be started in the

neighboring hole. Because of the two adjacent melts, the

intervening soil would experience relatively high temperatures and

the '"septum" between the melts would preferentially melt. The two

melts would grow until they joined. Similar melt pairs could be

started within other holes and joined and so forth, extending the

melt in any direction or geometry desired.

Another possible solution would begin with the subsurface

injection of a non-hazardous metal salt or other conductive
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solution (Figure 5).. If circulation could be achieved between

adjacent holes, it may be possible to use .he solution as a

subsurface starter path. If natural permeability was not.

sufficient, hydrofracing could be used. As current is conducted

along the path, the solution would heat up and water would be

driven off. Thus it is important that the dry salt have a low

melting temperature (< 500 °C, approximate tempeu-ature of the off

gas) for melting to begin and current to continue to flow once the

solution has completely devolatilized. One possible candidate is

sodium carbonate and/or borax (Na2B405(OH)4"SH20) •

Finally, verhaps the least exotic, deep-start up method would

use a buried graphite/frit starter path (Figure 6). The path

would be injected at the desired "floor" depth as a slurry or

paste injected through horizontal boreholes located directly

beneath the electrodes. The electrodes would access the buried

starter path through vertical boreholes. These vertical electrode

access holes would also allow the direct disch_rge of induced soil

vapor and combustion products to the off-gas hood (Figure 6).

Given adequate room for an angled drilling mast, such a geometry

and directional precision is well within reason. Results from

tests at the Savannah River Laboratory indicate that accuracies

within 0.1% are possible at a minimum depth of 18 ft. The

graphite/frit slurry could be pumped into either the vez_tical

wells or the horizontal boreholes, whichever resulted in a more

uniform path. If four starter path boreholes were drilled, the

standard, single-phase, two-electrode circuit would be logical.
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Drilling only two horizontal boreholes would clearly be less

difficult. Melts would start as independent, single-phase

circuits between each pair of electrodes until melting began.

Continued heating would result in propagation of the melt front

toward the center of the square. At this point, a standard

circuit would be initiated.

A major effort has begun to modify the PNL, TEMPEST, finite

difference, fluid mechanical, and heat transfer computer code to

simulate ISV melting. Several traditional ways of solving the

moving boundary/phase change condition at the melt front are being

evaluated, including the possibility of including a melting range,

or "mushy zone." A related project will improve the ability of

TEMPEST to operate over rapid viscosity variations. TEMPEST

currently is capable of determining the electrical field; however,

the non-linearity, suggested by the E-field formulation, Equation

(9), demonstrates that this problem will require thermal boundary

conditions that are challenging. Scaling and code

verification/sensitivity analyses will be used to test all

idealizations and simplifications.

These efforts will be guided by investigations into the

physics of melting and cooling at the University of Washington

geophysical fluid dynamics laboratories. Work on the fundamental

aspects of partial melting using similitude analysis and. bench-

scale experiments will elucidate the geometry of the melting

front. Parallel development of silicate-melting models applicable

to geophysical problems will be a side benefit of this project.
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At PNL, resfdual stress analysis of a cooling, infinite slab will

determine the viscoelastic behavior of a ISV-generated barrier

wall. Current efforts include one-dimensional .q_mulations and a

development of appropriate mechanical parameters for silicate

liquids.

In FY 1991 to 1993, other concepts will be tested, and

refinements to the modeling capability are planned. The problem

of multiple ISV melts will be a major concern. Specific

investigations of non-standard electrical configurations.

hydrologic testing of barrier walls, and materials properties of

glassy slabs are all planned.

ENGINEERING- AND PILOT-SCALE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The purpose of the engineering-scale program is to test

concepts. Pilot-scale testing, on the other hand, will

verify/demonstrate the most promising barrier generation concepts

identified at the engineering scale. Engineering-scale testing

will be continuous over the life of the project as different

conceptual questions are raised; however, pilot-scale experiments

will be fewer in number and more tightly focused. Wall and floor

tests will be a key part of the pilot-scale program, with

innovative hydrologic testing (verification) an important part of

the program.

A major objective of the pilot-scale testing will be the

production of multiple, welded or contiguous melts, resulting in a

laterally extensive, vitrified, barrier wall. Previous work at
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PNL has suggested that the fusion of equidimensional melt

monoliths is possible; however, it has not yet been demonstrated

that planar wall components can be assembled into a "tight"

structure. The pilot-scale program will also test our ability to

create large horizontal base layers. Investigation of the ISV

melt interaction with natural or vitrified base material liners

will provide important information relative to sealing volumes of

soil from water infiltration and biotic or human intrusion.

Field techniques developed independently by the drilling,

well testing, and measurement industries and the DOE Subsurface

Science Program and Horizontal Wellbore Research Program will be

an important part of the pilot-scale program as the project

planning narrows in on a full field-scale configuration.

FIELD-SCALE VERIFICATION AND TESTING

The objective of this project is to demonstrate, calibrate

and verify the most promising ISV barrier system at an actual DOE

waste site. The anticipated scope includes

' 6_

• _h_ design and procurement of large-scale processing
equipment,

• Testing of barrier installation under DOE field site
conditions,

• Monitoring the barrier performance and

• Final reporting and recommendations.

At the field-scale stage of the project, decisions will be made on

the specific barriers technology that best satisfies remedial

needs. A final site will be chosen, and testing plans will be

prepared by PNL for DOE approval. The candidate barrier
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technology will be tested by the production of field-scale barrier

walls joined to a natural or ISV-generated layer as the base. A

full hydrogeologic investigation of the site will be conducted,

including site characterization, well testing, and ground-water

monitoring. All barriers produced will be nondestructively tested

and sampled for petrographic, chemical, and geotechnical analysis

and partially exhumed for visual inspection and examination. A

site monitoring project, including equipment installation, will be

established to provide long-term performance assessment

information.

Project researchers will provide an economic assessment of

the developed barriers technology. Also, in conjunction with the

other ISV projects, it is anticipated that the modified version of

TEMPEST would be available to predict vitrified barrier viability,

performance, and cost at the selected DOE site. This assessment

and computer model would include a parametric-type presentation,

which would allow DOE to estimate characteristics for specific

applications of vitrified barriers as they occur.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND ISV COORDINATION

Each major DOE site now plans to use ISV for remediation of

certain wastes. Programs to develop ISV are being funded

individually from each site's environmental remediation budget and

from DOE research and development funds. Because of the unique

yet widely applicable nature of the ISV barriers concept, special

attention has been paid to the technology transfer process. To

4
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ensure that duplication of effort is minimized and that these

emergent applications of ISr are disseminated, PNL will prepare an

overall ISV program plan for review by interested parties. In FY

1990, a workshop was convened to provide interested persons the

opportunity to present their needs and plans in order to sharpen

and refine the overall ISV technology development plan. Future

ISV workshops are in planning.

CONCLUSION

Admittedly, this is a very ambitious project. The basic ISV

technology is still young, and significant advances in design and

application could emerge during the Selective Barriers project

life. On the other hand, unforeseen problems* are to be expected

in emergent technologies. Despite these uncertainties, the ISV

barriers concept could represent an enormous savings over either

"pump and treat" environmental remediation or "conventional" ISV

treatment of buried waste. In a time of decreasing technical

options and increasing progranmlatic costs, the great practical

advantage of a successfully developed ISV barrier 'technology is a

reward worthy of such risk.

The authors acknowledge the assistance of Jim Buelt, Bill

Bonner and Tom Powell of the Process Technoloqy Department, PNL,

who assisted in the planning of this project. We thank Gene

Eschbach of PNL for technical review of this paper.
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Captions

Figure i--Typical ISV engineering-scale layout.

Figure 2--Typical ISV pilot-scale layout. Field-sc6_le similar

with separate trailers for power, control and processing
operations.

Figure 3-- (a) Ternary phase diagram for the Na20-CaO-SiO 2 system

based on experimental work by [7] (b) Viscosity variation over the

same system. Isokoms (equal viscosity) in log poise.

Figure 4--"Borehole start-up" concept for deep start-up of ISV
melts. Arrows indicate current path. Melting is initiated in

adjacent bore holes and grows together. Electrodes follow the

evolving melt volume.

Figure 5--"Conductive fluid" cone _pt for deep start-up of ISV

melts. Hydrofracing develops a permeable zone between adjacent
wells. A low-melting-temperatUre, conductive-salt fluid is

circulated between the holes. Electrodes are placed within the
conductive fluid.

Figure 6--"Buried path" concept for deep start-up of ISV melts.
Rectilinear bore holes are drilled parallel to the sides of the
electrode grid and backfilled with starter material. Vertical

bore holes are drilled at the corners of the grid and electrodes
are placed in the starter material.
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